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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Adolescence marks a unique period in human development when individuals transition from parent-protected childhood to social independence. This transition is facilitated by major psychosocial, hormonal, and neuronal maturational changes \[[@pone.0228659.ref001]--[@pone.0228659.ref004]\], which allow adolescents to gain the experiences and competencies they need to navigate the adult world. However, this plasticity also taxes adolescents with a heightened vulnerability to mental health problems \[[@pone.0228659.ref005], [@pone.0228659.ref006]\]. This normative growth and heightened vulnerability are driven, in part, by an increase in exploratory and risk-taking behavior \[[@pone.0228659.ref007]\]. Due to this increased exploratory behavior, broader socio-environmental influences such as the neighborhood may exert stronger effects on adolescents relative to children \[[@pone.0228659.ref008], [@pone.0228659.ref009]\].

Given adolescents' sensitivity to the broader social environment \[[@pone.0228659.ref008]\], neighborhood effects such as socioeconomic conditions, urbanicity, exposure to violence, social norms and institutional resources may be especially relevant for their development \[[@pone.0228659.ref010]\]. Living in an urban compared to a rural area, notably, seems to be associated with an increased risk of mental health problems \[[@pone.0228659.ref011]\]. This effect seems to be independent of other known risk factors such as sex, ethnicity, socioeconomic status and drug use \[[@pone.0228659.ref012]\]. Evidence exists for both a causal effect of urbanicity on mental health \[[@pone.0228659.ref012]\] as well as for the selective migration of individuals at risk for mental health problems toward more urban areas, which seems to be in part genetically driven \[[@pone.0228659.ref013]\]. Thus, the urbanicity-mental health association seems to be a combination of reciprocal influences between individuals and the wider social environment \[[@pone.0228659.ref014]\].

Urbanicity and mental health {#sec002}
----------------------------

There is a substantial body of literature showing that adult inhabitants of urban areas are more likely to be diagnosed with a psychiatric disorder compared to those living in more rural areas \[[@pone.0228659.ref011], [@pone.0228659.ref015]--[@pone.0228659.ref017]\]. Retrospective studies showed that this increased risk for mental health problems may be even greater for those who grew up in a city \[[@pone.0228659.ref018]\], suggesting that the effects of an urban environment on mental health may be particularly influential during youth. A few studies in children corroborated this, demonstrating that those living in urban areas were more likely to be diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder and attention deficit disorder \[[@pone.0228659.ref019]--[@pone.0228659.ref022]\], to exhibit sub-clinical behavioral and emotional problems \[[@pone.0228659.ref023], [@pone.0228659.ref024]\], and to report symptoms of psychosis \[[@pone.0228659.ref025]\] compared to those living in more rural areas. Importantly, these effects remained when controlling for other individual-, family- and neighborhood-related confounders such as socioeconomic status, parental psychopathology and neighborhood cohesion \[[@pone.0228659.ref023], [@pone.0228659.ref025]\]. The previous research suggests that the association is not specific to certain psychiatric disorders, rather, that it pertains to a broad range of problems, both behavioral and emotional in nature.

A number of studies showed that urbanicity might affect adolescents' mental health as well. One of the first studies on neighborhood effects on youth showed that rates of juvenile delinquency were higher in urban areas \[[@pone.0228659.ref026]\]. Since then, researchers reported that adolescents living in urban areas were more likely to be diagnosed with a psychiatric disorder \[[@pone.0228659.ref027]\], and had symptoms of depression (especially in females) \[[@pone.0228659.ref028]\], aggression \[[@pone.0228659.ref029]\], and psychosis (if they had pre-existing psychotic symptoms) \[[@pone.0228659.ref030]\] compared to those living in more rural areas. However, others reported no association between urbanicity and depression in adolescents \[[@pone.0228659.ref031], [@pone.0228659.ref032]\]. The consensus from studies in children and adults seems to be that those living in urban areas are more likely to have (sub-clinical symptoms of) mental health disorders than those living in areas that are more rural. Regarding adolescents, the evidence is more mixed.

Social stress in urban areas {#sec003}
----------------------------

Despite the evidence of a higher incidence of mental health problems in urban areas, the mechanisms underlying this association are not well understood. One of the most prominent hypotheses at this point is that social stress is greater in cities \[[@pone.0228659.ref033]\]. Social stress in humans is elicited by, for example, a crowded environment \[[@pone.0228659.ref034]\], greater anonymity \[[@pone.0228659.ref035]\], competition for resources \[[@pone.0228659.ref036]\], perceived isolation \[[@pone.0228659.ref037]\], encounters with strangers and unclear dominance order \[[@pone.0228659.ref038]\], all of which may be more common in urban areas. Due to these factors, the threat of social evaluation and defeat increases \[[@pone.0228659.ref036], [@pone.0228659.ref039]\]. These social stress factors, in turn, are strongly predictive of a greater risk for mental health problems \[[@pone.0228659.ref040]\].

The biological stress systems {#sec004}
-----------------------------

Humans process social stress by activation of the biological stress systems. Moreover, biological stress system functioning has been put forth as a potential mechanism underlying the association between social-environmental factors, such as urbanicity, and mental health \[[@pone.0228659.ref014]\]. Humans are equipped with two major biological stress systems: the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis and the autonomic nervous system (ANS). The production of cortisol, the end-product of the HPA axis, follows a circadian rhythm, with a peak approximately 30 minutes after awakening (i.e. the cortisol awakening response) followed by a gradual decline across the day \[[@pone.0228659.ref041]\]. The HPA axis and ANS are activated when an individual encounters a stressor, allowing the individual to respond adaptively. Catecholaminergic activation of the ANS is quick and serves the 'fight or flight' response and can be detected by, for example, an increase in heart rate \[[@pone.0228659.ref042]\]. The HPA axis responds more slowly and can be detected by increased levels of cortisol approximately 20 minutes after onset of the stressor \[[@pone.0228659.ref041]\].

Biological stress reactivity can be measured in different ways. Of these, acute and overall stress reactivity are widely used. Acute stress reactivity is an indication of the strength of the biological stress response. It may be characterized by more inter-individual variation as it is calculated by subtracting the lowest resting cortisol or heart rate value (during rest) from the highest cortisol or heart rate value (during stress) \[[@pone.0228659.ref043]\]. Overall stress reactivity is a measure of the overall pattern of responsivity during stress and is indexed by calculating the area under the curve (AUC) \[[@pone.0228659.ref044]\]. All biological data are included in the measure (from rest and stress periods), therefore some of the biological recovery from stress, i.e., the decline in stress levels following a stressor, may be included in this measure.

Although most individuals will respond biologically to a stressor, there are substantial between-person differences in this responsivity. Hyper-responsivity (exaggerated responding to a stressor and/or flatter cortisol curves across the day) and hypo-responsivity (blunted responding to a stressor) are both considered to indicate stress system dysregulation \[[@pone.0228659.ref045]\], and have been associated with mental health problems \[[@pone.0228659.ref046], [@pone.0228659.ref047]\]. During adolescence, the stress systems undergo developmental changes such that adolescents show heightened HPA axis reactivity and quicker ANS recovery than children and adults \[[@pone.0228659.ref048]--[@pone.0228659.ref052]\].

Urbanicity and biological stress system functioning {#sec005}
---------------------------------------------------

Living in a stressful environment is known to disrupt the normal functioning and development of the stress systems \[[@pone.0228659.ref040], [@pone.0228659.ref053]\]. Urban environments may be more stressful than rural environments, due to heightened social stress in these places \[[@pone.0228659.ref033]\]. There is some evidence that living in an urban environment is associated with dysregulated stress system functioning. Results from neuroimaging studies showed that adults who currently lived in and grew up in a city showed differential limbic brain area responsivity to psychosocial stress compared to adults who lived in and had grown up in rural areas and small towns \[[@pone.0228659.ref054]--[@pone.0228659.ref056]\]. Furthermore, urban upbringing in adults was associated with a blunted cortisol awakening response and dysregulated HPA axis responses compared to growing up in rural areas and small towns \[[@pone.0228659.ref057]\]. Similarly, adults living in urban areas showed dysregulated ANS responses to a speech stressor compared to adults living in rural areas \[[@pone.0228659.ref058]\].

Very little is known about the association between urbanicity and stress system functioning in youth. In a study on determinants of biological stress system reactivity in youth, in the same sample as was used in the current study, we observed a fairly strong association between living in more urban areas and blunted HPA axis and heart rate reactivity in adolescents \[[@pone.0228659.ref059]\]. A recent study in a different sample showed no association between urbanicity and HPA axis functioning in children \[[@pone.0228659.ref060]\].

The current study {#sec006}
-----------------

In sum, previous research showed that living in a more urban environment may be associated with an increased risk for mental health problems (arrow C, [Fig 1](#pone.0228659.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, living in an urban area may contribute to dysregulation of the biological stress systems (arrow A, [Fig 1](#pone.0228659.g001){ref-type="fig"}). In light of evidence that biological stress system dysregulation is related to risk for mental health problems in youth, in particular to behavioral problems (arrow B, [Fig 1](#pone.0228659.g001){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pone.0228659.ref061], [@pone.0228659.ref062]\], we proposed that dysregulated biological stress system functioning underlies the association between urbanicity and mental health problems (A & B \> C). This hypothesis was recently examined in children, and rejected \[[@pone.0228659.ref060], [@pone.0228659.ref063]\]. However, these associations have not yet been examined in adolescents. Many developmental changes take place during adolescence. Specifically, adolescents show increased exploratory behavior and susceptibility to influence from the broader social environment \[[@pone.0228659.ref008]\], therefore urbanicity may be particularly relevant for their mental health. Biological stress system maturation \[[@pone.0228659.ref051]\], and general neurophysiological plasticity \[[@pone.0228659.ref006]\] during adolescence contribute to heightened vulnerability to mental health problems. Furthermore, evidence suggests that puberty (which occurs during or just prior to adolescence) may be a sensitive period during which the biological stress system becomes attuned to the environment \[[@pone.0228659.ref064]\]. Research on the association between urbanicity and mental health also showed that urbanicity had a stronger effect in youth than in adults \[[@pone.0228659.ref065]\]. Thus, it is possible that associations between urbanicity, stress system functioning and mental health are particularly relevant during adolescence.

![Proposed model of the current study.\
The proposed model was tested using two indices of mental health (behavioral and emotional problems, each reported by adolescents themselves and their mothers) and five indices of biological stress system functioning (overall ANS reactivity, acute ANS reactivity, overall HPA axis reactivity, acute HPA axis reactivity and basal HPA axis functioning). Urbanicity was measured at the neighborhood level, based on the surrounding address density.](pone.0228659.g001){#pone.0228659.g001}

In the current study, we aimed to examine these associations in a sample of adolescents from the Dutch general population. Using cross-sectional data, we utilized a path analysis to examine whether urbanicity was associated with sub-clinical mental health problems (i.e. behavioral and emotional problems) directly, and indirectly via biological stress system functioning (i.e. basal HPA axis functioning, and HPA axis and ANS reactivity). We hypothesized that living in a more urban area would be directly associated with exhibiting more mental health problems directly, and indirectly via biological stress system functioning. We controlled for neighborhood- and family-level socioeconomic status, and thus tested proposed effects of urbanicity on biological stress system functioning and mental health independent of socioeconomic conditions. The research questions, methodology and analyses for the current study were peer-reviewed and pre-registered at the Open Science Framework \[[@pone.0228659.ref066]\].

Materials and methods {#sec007}
=====================

Participants {#sec008}
------------

Adolescents were part of a larger longitudinal general population study in the Netherlands that examined the development of behavioral and emotional problems in youth (JOiN study) \[[@pone.0228659.ref067], [@pone.0228659.ref068]\]. Participants were randomly drawn from the municipal registers of 35 municipalities in the province of South Holland, the Netherlands (see [S1 Fig](#pone.0228659.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for a flow chart). In this study, we used data from the first (T1, *N* = 1710) and second (T2, *N* = 990) assessment waves. We used primarily data from T2 in the current study, with the exception of family socioeconomic status which was assessed at T1 and address information at T1 which was used to exclude participants who had moved between T1 and T2. Complete data were available for 323 adolescents (see *Available data*). About half (54%) of the sample was female, the majority (86%) were of Dutch or other western background, and most (64%) were from a higher socioeconomic background.

Procedure {#sec009}
---------

The Erasmus University Medical Center Ethics Committee approved the study. Parents and adolescents gave informed consent and assent, respectively, at each measurement wave. T2 (November 2004-March 2009) took place between one and four years after T1 (December 2003-April 2005). At T2, adolescents and their parents completed questionnaires and adolescents collected saliva samples at home on a normal day (in order to measure basal HPA axis functioning) and participated in a psychosocial stress procedure (in order to measure HPA axis and ANS reactivity). The psychosocial stress procedure took place at the Erasmus University Medical Center in Rotterdam or at temporary testing locations nearer to adolescents' homes. It commenced with an explanation of the procedure by the experiment leader. After completing some questionnaires, the electrodes of the electrocardiogram were attached and participants were told to breathe normally and to relax. Electrocardio-activity was monitored constantly during the procedure. During the procedure, salivary cortisol was collected six times (see [Fig 2](#pone.0228659.g002){ref-type="fig"}). After a 10-minute pre-task rest period, the social stress tasks began, which were characterized by uncontrollability and social-evaluative threat and thus designed to elicit a biological stress response \[[@pone.0228659.ref069]\]. The tasks consisted of a mental arithmetic task (i.e. mental serial subtraction, four minutes), a public speaking task (eight minutes of mental preparation, six minutes of speech), and a computer mathematics task (numerical ordering, five minutes). Each task was performed in front of the test leader, and the speech was recorded on a digital camera. The session ended with a five-minute recovery period and a relaxing nature documentary (25 minutes). Perceived stress was self-reported five times during the procedure and used to determine whether the procedure was perceived as stressful.

![Means and standard deviations of all perceived and (raw) biological stress indices.\
Lines refer to means and error bars to standard deviations of all perceived (top left) and biological (heart rate: top right, reactivity cortisol: bottom left, basal cortisol: bottom right) stress indices. The evening measurement of basal cortisol was taken at 20.00. MAT = mental arithmetic task, PST = public speaking task, CT = computer task, prep = preparation, Doc = documentary.](pone.0228659.g002){#pone.0228659.g002}

Measures {#sec010}
--------

### Indices of mental health problems {#sec011}

Mothers and adolescents completed the Dutch versions of the Child Behavior Checklist 6--18 \[[@pone.0228659.ref070]\] and the Youth Self Report \[[@pone.0228659.ref071]\], respectively. The versions contain 118 and 112 questions, respectively, that pertain to mental health problems and are answered on a scale of 0 to 2. The questionnaires were completed at home and brought to the university for the psychosocial stress procedure session. The index for *behavioral problems* consisted of the mean of the Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Problems, Oppositional Defiant Problems and Conduct Problems subscales. The index for *emotional problems* consisted of the mean of the Anxiety Problems, Depression Problems and Somatic Problems subscales. Tau-equivalent reliability coefficients (also known as Cronbach's alpha, as a measure of internal consistency) were .86 and .82 for behavioral problems and .84 and .83 for emotional problems on the mother- and self-reports, respectively.

### Current urbanicity {#sec012}

Current urbanicity was measured at the neighborhood level. Neighborhoods are defined by Statistics Netherlands as part of one municipality and with a homogenous socioeconomic structure. In the Netherlands, neighborhoods consist of 1400 inhabitants on average (ranging between 35 and 28,380 as of 2018) \[[@pone.0228659.ref072]\]. Using the six-digit zip code of participants' home address, we extracted data on the neighborhood they lived in for the year that they participated in the psychosocial stress procedure (1% of the sample participated in 2004, 1% in 2005, 17% in 2006 and 56% in 2007, 18% in 2008 and 7% in 2009) from Statistics Netherlands \[[@pone.0228659.ref073]\].

Current urbanicity was indicated by a five-category scale that was calculated by Statistics Netherlands using the surrounding address density (SAD). The SAD is a continuous measure indicating the degree of human activity in a given area \[[@pone.0228659.ref074]\]. It is based on the number of addresses within a one-kilometer radius around an address and is calculated by computing the mean SAD of all addresses in a neighborhood. Urbanicity is then coded on a scale from 0 (very rural; SAD \< 500 addresses per km^2^) to 4 (very urban; ≥ 2500 addresses per km^2^). We utilized the categorical coding of urbanicity in order to improve the generalizability of our findings as this measure is commonly used \[[@pone.0228659.ref075]--[@pone.0228659.ref077]\] and recommended by Statistics Netherlands \[[@pone.0228659.ref074]\].

### Indices of biological stress system functioning {#sec013}

To assess biological stress system functioning, we obtained five indices: two indices of ANS reactivity, two indices of HPA axis reactivity, and one index of basal HPA axis functioning. ANS reactivity was assessed by monitoring adolescents' heart rate (HR) constantly throughout the entire stress procedure. HR was measured using a three-lead electrocardiogram and a digital recorder (Vitaport^TM^ System, TEMEC Instruments B.V., Kerkrade, the Netherlands). Data were imported and processed using a Vitascore^TM^ software module (TEMEC Instruments B.V., Kerkrade, the Netherlands). This program calculated the interbeat intervals (IBI) of the electrocardiogram signal using R-top detection, resulting in IBI time series which were inspected for detection and removal of artifacts. HR time series were calculated from these IBI time series and expressed in beats per minute; the HR time series were subsequently averaged per period during the stress procedure. [Fig 2](#pone.0228659.g002){ref-type="fig"} depicts when each stress measurement was taken during the stress procedure. An area under the curve with respect to increase (AUCiHR) \[[@pone.0228659.ref044]\] was calculated from the mean HR during each period of the stress procedure as an index of *overall ANS reactivity*. The AUCi was calculated if data were available for at least the pre-task rest period, one of the stressful tasks, and the recovery period. We calculated the maximum response for heart rate (MRHR) by subtracting the average heart rate during the pre-task rest from the maximum average heart rate during any of the three stressful tasks as an index of *acute ANS reactivity* \[[@pone.0228659.ref043], [@pone.0228659.ref078]\].

Salivary cortisol was collected six times during the psychosocial stress procedure by passive drooling. Taking into account the approximate 20-minute delay between activity in the hypothalamus and observable changes in salivary cortisol levels \[[@pone.0228659.ref041]\], the first two measurements (Reactivity Cortisol 1; RC1; and RC2) corresponded to cortisol levels during the pre-task period, RC3-RC5 corresponded to cortisol levels during each of the three stressful tasks, and RC6 corresponded to cortisol levels during the recovery period (see [Fig 2](#pone.0228659.g002){ref-type="fig"}). All sessions began in the early (approximately 12:00) or late (approximately 15:30) afternoon. All samples were sent collectively to a laboratory (Technical University Dresden, Dresden, Germany) for analysis. Cortisol levels greater than three standard deviations above the mean were removed due to potential contamination (e.g. by blood or medicine). An AUCi (AUCiC) was calculated as an index of *overall HPA axis reactivity* if the measurements RC1 or RC2, plus RC3 or RC4 or RC5, plus RC6 were available. The lower value of RC1 and RC2 was used in the calculation. The maximum response for cortisol (MRC) was calculated by subtracting the lower value of RC1 and RC2 from the highest value of RC3, RC4 or RC5 as an index of *acute HPA axis reactivity* \[[@pone.0228659.ref043], [@pone.0228659.ref079]\].

An additional four tubes were sent to participants' homes by mail. They were given detailed written and verbal instructions on the time and manner (passive drooling) of sample collections, and to preserve the tubes in the freezer until transportation to the university. Participants collected samples directly upon awakening (Basal Cortisol 1; BC1), 30 minutes thereafter (BC2), at 12:00 (BC3) and at 20:00 (BC4). From these samples, we calculated the area under the curve with respect to ground (AUCgC) \[[@pone.0228659.ref044]\] in order to assess *basal HPA axis functioning*, as long as BC1, BC2 and BC4 were available. Our original pre-registered analysis plan included only the overall reactivity (AUCiC and AUCiHR) and basal HPA axis functioning (AUCgC) indices \[[@pone.0228659.ref066]\]. The acute stress reactivity measures were included post hoc, in light of newly published recommendations regarding stress reactivity indices \[[@pone.0228659.ref043]\].

### Covariates {#sec014}

Neighborhood socioeconomic status, measured at the neighborhood level, was controlled for in all models. It was indicated by 15 characteristics of the neighborhood reported by Statistics Netherlands (e.g. average value of housing, proportion of persons with a high income). A principal components analysis of these variables was run in the larger JOiN sample population (all participants for whom address data was available at T2; *n* = 1105) in order to summarize them, resulting in two components that together explained 63% of the variance: employment (explaining 46% of the variance) and income (explaining 17% of the variance). The factor scores on these two components were used in the analysis.

We further controlled for family socioeconomic status, age and sex of the adolescent, and potential correlates of stress system functioning. Socioeconomic status of the family was based on the education level of both parents, reported by a parent at T1. We used the higher education level of either parent, categorized into three levels (i.e. 0 = completed primary education only or lower secondary education, 1 = completed higher secondary education, and 2 = completed college or university) based on the Dutch Education Level Division \[[@pone.0228659.ref080]\]. Sex and birth date (to calculate age at T2) of the adolescent were mother-reported.

We examined several potential covariates that could influence stress system functioning \[[@pone.0228659.ref059]\]. These included ethnicity of the adolescent (0 = Dutch or western immigrant background, 1 = non-western immigrant background; mother-reported), pubertal stage (using self-reported Tanner stages) \[[@pone.0228659.ref081]\], season of sampling (0 = spring/summer, 1 = autumn/winter; cortisol only), medicine and nicotine use (0 = no use, 1 = use; self- and mother-reported), whether girls had reached menarche and used oral contraceptives (0 = no; 1 = yes; self- and mother-reported), and girls' menstrual cycle phase (0 = follicular; 1 = luteal). Specifically for HPA axis and ANS reactivity, we examined body mass index (based on height and weight measured prior to the psychosocial stress procedure), whether adolescents had consumed caffeine, dairy products or engaged in physical exercise on the day of the psychosocial stress procedure (0 = no, 1 = yes; self- and mother-reported), and the time of day (0 = early, 1 = late afternoon) at which the psychosocial stress procedure took place. We determined which potential covariates would be included in the analyses pertaining to ANS and HPA axis functioning by calculating bivariate correlations between the stress indices and the potential covariates.

### Perceived stress {#sec015}

Self-reported perceived stress was assessed five times during the psychosocial stress procedure (i.e. after the pre-task rest, each of the stressful tasks, and at the end of the procedure, see [Fig 2](#pone.0228659.g002){ref-type="fig"}) and used in a manipulation check to determine whether the procedure was perceived as stressful. Participants answered seven questions (see [S1 File](#pone.0228659.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) using a visual thermometer (*Gevoelsthermometer* \[Feelings thermometer\]) ranging from 0 to 8 (available at <https://www.pearsonclinical.nl/adis-c-complete-set>). The scores were summed to a total score of perceived stress at each time point.

### Available data {#sec016}

We included adolescents in the analyses if they lived in the same neighborhood between T1 and T2, in order to minimize within-subject variance in neighborhood-level variables. Of the 509 adolescents who participated in the T2 measurement, 34 moved to a different neighborhood and neighborhood information was not available from Statistics Netherlands for one individual, therefore these were excluded. At T2, outcome data (mother- and/or self-report) were available for 377 adolescents and 345 adolescents participated in the psychosocial stress procedure. After biological stress data cleaning, data were available on the predictor, outcome, and at least one of the stress variables for 323 adolescents, which made up our final sample (see [S1 Fig](#pone.0228659.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Of the 509 adolescents who participated in T2, the adolescents included in the final sample differed from those who were not on a number of characteristics (i.e. more self-reported behavioral problems, higher neighborhood socioeconomic status and older age, see [S1 Table](#pone.0228659.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Statistical analysis {#sec017}
--------------------

First, because some of the adolescents lived in the same neighborhood, we examined whether it was necessary to control for this similarity in environment. We calculated intraclass correlations (ICC) using empty models, in order to determine whether neighborhood explained sufficient variance in these measures (using the R \[[@pone.0228659.ref082]\] package 'Multilevel' \[[@pone.0228659.ref083]\]). As this was not the case (see [S2 Table](#pone.0228659.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details), we did not include neighborhood as a level in the analyses.

We then determined which potential covariates would be included in the analyses pertaining to ANS and HPA axis functioning by calculating bivariate correlations between the stress indices and all potential covariates (see section *Covariates* above). Variables that correlated significantly with the stress indices were included in the relevant analyses. We then ascertained whether the psychosocial stress procedure had induced perceived and biological stress by conducting a manipulation check by way of repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the perceived stress, heart rate and cortisol measurements across the psychosocial stress procedure.

Subsequently, we calculated descriptive statistics of and correlations between all variables, and checked for influential data points using Cook's distance (criterion *D* \< 1). All variables were centered and standardized prior to the main analyses. The main analyses consisted of path analysis models in which the outcome measures of behavioral and emotional problems were estimated in separate models, and urbanicity was the main predictor. In each model, mother- and adolescent self-reported behavioral or emotional problems were estimated simultaneously. In each model (see [Fig 1](#pone.0228659.g001){ref-type="fig"}), we assessed whether urbanicity was associated with behavioral or emotional problems directly, and indirectly via biological stress system functioning (i.e. overall ANS reactivity, acute ANS reactivity, overall HPA axis reactivity, acute HPA axis reactivity and basal HPA axis functioning). In both models, we controlled for neighborhood socioeconomic status (employment and income), family socioeconomic status, sex and age of the adolescent, and any covariates related to stress system functioning. Because it has been suggested that socioeconomic conditions may underlie the association between urbanicity and mental health \[[@pone.0228659.ref014]\], we also ran the main analysis models without controlling for neighborhood and family socioeconomic status, as a supplementary analysis. To assess model fit, we used the Comparative Fit Index (CFI; with values \> 0.95 indicating good fit), the Standardized Root Mean Squared Residual (SRMR; with values \< 0.08 indicating good fit), and the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA; with values \< 0.05 indicating good and \< 0.01 indicating excellent fit \[[@pone.0228659.ref084]\]). Effects were considered significant at *p* \< .05. We performed the main analyses in the lavaan package \[[@pone.0228659.ref085]\], version 0.6--5, of R \[[@pone.0228659.ref086]\] using full information maximum likelihood estimations. Subsequent to the main analyses, we performed a (post hoc) power analysis using the semPower package \[[@pone.0228659.ref087]\] of R. Given our RMSEA criteria of 0.05, alpha criteria of .05, sample size of 323, and degrees of freedom of 49 (model predicting behavioral problems) and 48 (model predicting emotional problems), we had a power of 0.93 and 0.92 for the models predicting behavioral and emotional problems, respectively.

Results {#sec018}
=======

Manipulation check {#sec019}
------------------

Compared to the pre-task rest period, perceived stress and HR increased (see [S3 Table](#pone.0228659.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Cortisol levels did not increase, which was due to high cortisol levels during the pre-task rest, most likely because of anticipation effects \[[@pone.0228659.ref052], [@pone.0228659.ref059], [@pone.0228659.ref088]\]. Cortisol levels did increase during the stressful tasks compared to the post-task resting period, which confirms a cortisol response.

Preliminary results {#sec020}
-------------------

Descriptive statistics of and correlations between all variables are portrayed in [Table 1](#pone.0228659.t001){ref-type="table"} and [S4 Table](#pone.0228659.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, respectively. Descriptive statistics of all raw biological and perceived stress variables are illustrated in [Fig 2](#pone.0228659.g002){ref-type="fig"}. Percentages of participants in each of the five categories of the urbanicity scale are given in [S2 Fig](#pone.0228659.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. In both models, we controlled for neighborhood-level socioeconomic status (employment and income), family socioeconomic status, sex and age. Biological stress system covariates were sex and pubertal stage for ANS reactivity; body mass index for acute ANS reactivity; sex, age, and test day exercise for overall HPA axis reactivity; age and season for acute HPA axis reactivity; and sex for basal HPA axis functioning.

10.1371/journal.pone.0228659.t001

###### Descriptive statistics for all variables.

![](pone.0228659.t001){#pone.0228659.t001g}

                       Total sample   Boys               Girls                                                                                   
  -------------------- -------------- ------------------ ------------------ ----- ------------------ ------------------ ----- ------------------ -------------------
  BP: self-report      298            1.40(0.73)         0.00--3.63         135   1.38(0.73)         0.00--3.44         163   1.41(0.73)         0.00--3.63
  EP: self-report      298            0.89(0.68)         0.00--3.72         135   0.62(0.56)         0.00--3.49         163   1.11(0.69)         0.00--3.72
  BP: mother-report    304            0.78(0.71)         0.00--3.44         139   0.76(0.64)         0.00--2.66         165   0.81(0.75)         0.00--3.44
  EP: mother-report    304            0.57(0.58)         0.00--2.85         139   0.42(0.46)         0.00--2.85         165   0.71(0.63)         0.00--2.70
  Urbanicity           323            2.52(1.34)         0.00--4.00         149   2.50(1.31)         0.00--4.00         174   2.54(1.37)         0.00--4.00
  Heart rate (AUCi)    275            4639.88(609.83)    3332.21--7209.23   120   4559.99(635.19)    3332.21--6387.10   155   4701.74(584.03)    3388.44--7209.23
  Heart rate (MR)      277            10.21(8.59)        -10.69--39.95      121   9.38(8.17)         -10.69--31.94      156   10.85(8.87)        -4.16--39.95
  Cortisol (AUCi)      301            329.23(212.61)     44.69--1580.98     133   364.40(249.67)     73.73--1580.98     168   301.39(173.69)     44.69--1103.10
  Cortisol (MR)        300            1.08(3.39)         -9.44--13.94       132   1.46(3.68)         -8.07--10.93       168   0.79(3.12)         -9.44--13.94
  Cortisol (AUCg)      267            7154.37(2524.03)   616.35--15428.40   128   6574.87(2507.84)   616.35--15428.40   139   7688.02(2427.66)   2557.20--14043.90
  SES Employment       323            0.17(0.86)         -3.40--2.07        149   0.24(0.85)         -3.04--2.07        174   0.12(0.88)         -3.40--1.76
  SES Income           323            0.05(0.95)         -2.17--3.69        149   0.13(0.96)         -1.85--3.69        174   -0.02(0.93)        -2.17--3.31
  Family SES (l/a/h)   323            11/25/64                              143   11/29/60                              164   11/22/67           
  Age                  323            17.07(1.51)        13.00--20.83       149   17.15(1.36)        13.00--20.83       174   17.01(1.62)        13.00--20.67
  Sex (boy/girl)       323            46/54                                                                                                      
  Pubertal stage       289            4.34(0.68)         2.00--5.00         137   4.26(0.67)         2.00--5.00         152   4.42(0.68)         2.00--5.00
  Body mass index      314            21.73(3.27)        16.00--40.56       142   21.24(2.93)        16.00--31.44       172   22.14(3.48)        16.65--40.56
  TD exercise (y/n)    323            16/84                                 149   85/15                                 174   84/16              
  Season (sum/win)     323            53/47                                 149   52/48                                 174   55/45              

F = frequency; BP = behavioral problems; EP = emotional problems; AUCi = area under the curve with respect to increase; MR = maximum response; AUCg = area under the curve with respect to ground; SES = socioeconomic status; l/a/h = low/average/high; TD = test day; y/n = yes/no; sum/win = spring and summer/autumn and winter; urbanicity, SES employment and SES income were measured at the neighborhood level.

Model 1: Behavioral problems {#sec021}
----------------------------

In the first model, we tested the effects of urbanicity on self- and mother-reported behavioral problems directly, and indirectly via biological stress system functioning. The model had good fit (CFI = 0.95, SRMR = 0.04, RMSEA = 0.03). Urbanicity was not significantly associated with behavioral problems, neither directly (arrow C, [Fig 1](#pone.0228659.g001){ref-type="fig"}) nor indirectly via most of the biological stress variables (see [Table 2](#pone.0228659.t002){ref-type="table"}). One indirect effect was statistically significant: urbanicity was indirectly related to mother-reported behavioral problems via acute ANS reactivity (*p* = .04). The biological stress indices were not associated with behavioral problems (arrow B, [Fig 1](#pone.0228659.g001){ref-type="fig"}), with one exception: acute heart rate reactivity was associated with mother-reported behavioral problems such that adolescents who exhibited more behavioral problems showed weaker acute ANS reactivity. Urbanicity was significantly associated with two indices of stress system functioning such that adolescents who were from more urban areas showed weaker acute ANS and HPA axis reactivity (arrow A, [Fig 1](#pone.0228659.g001){ref-type="fig"} and Tables [3](#pone.0228659.t003){ref-type="table"} and [4](#pone.0228659.t004){ref-type="table"}). Urbanicity was not associated with overall ANS and HPA axis reactivity and basal HPA axis functioning. In a supplementary analysis in which we did not control for neighborhood and family socioeconomic status, the results were the same (see [S5 Table](#pone.0228659.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S6 Table](#pone.0228659.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S7 Table](#pone.0228659.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0228659.t002

###### Unstandardized estimates for structural equation models predicting behavioral problems.

![](pone.0228659.t002){#pone.0228659.t002g}

                         Self-report   Mother-report                                                                             
  ---------------------- ------------- --------------- ------- ------ ------------ ----------- ---------- ----------- ---------- -----------------
  **Intercept**          0.07          0.27            0.27    .785   -0.45/0.60   -0.13       0.26       -0.51       .607       -0.63/0.37
  **Indirect effects**                                                                                                           
  AUCiHR                 0.01          0.01            1.19    .236   -0.01/0.03   0.00        0.01       0.29        .770       -0.01/0.02
  MRHR                   -0.00         0.01            -0.04   .972   -0.02/0.02   *0*.*03*    *0*.*02*   *2*.*03*    .*042*     *0*.*00/0*.*07*
  AUCiC                  0.00          0.01            0.24    .807   -0.01/0.01   0.00        0.01       0.24        .808       -0.01/0.01
  MRC                    0.01          0.01            0.48    .634   -0.01/0.02   0.00        0.01       0.23        .817       -0.02/0.02
  AUCg                   -0.00         0.00            -0.33   .738   -0.01/0.01   -0.00       0.00       -0.34       .731       -0.01/0.01
  **Direct effects**                                                                                                             
  Urbanicity             -0.11         0.07            -1.60   .110   -0.25/0.03   -0.02       0.07       -0.35       .727       -0.16/0.11
  AUCiHR                 -0.13         0.07            -1.83   .068   -0.27/0.01   -0.02       0.07       -0.30       .767       -0.16/0.12
  MRHR                   0.00          0.07            0.04    .972   -0.13/0.14   **-0.21**   **0.07**   **-3.11**   **.002**   **-0.34/-0.08**
  AUCiC                  -0.12         0.07            -1.58   .115   -0.26/0.03   -0.09       0.07       -1.32       .188       -0.24/0.05
  MRC                    -0.03         0.07            -0.48   .629   -0.16/0.10   -0.02       0.07       -0.23       .817       -0.14/0.11
  AUCg                   0.05          0.07            0.74    .457   -0.08/0.18   0.06        0.06       0.94        .347       -0.07/0.19
  SESem                  -0.05         0.07            -0.67   .500   -0.20/0.10   -0.12       0.07       -1.70       .090       -0.26/0.02
  SESin                  -0.02         0.06            -0.41   .683   -0.14/0.09   0.02        0.06       0.39        .699       -0.09/0.13
  SESfam                 -0.05         0.12            -0.37   .711   -0.28/0.19   0.05        0.12       0.44        .658       0.18/0.29
  Sex                    -0.02         0.12            -0.14   .889   -0.26/0.22   0.05        0.12       0.44        .663       -0.18/0.28
  Age                    -0.00         0.07            -0.06   .951   -0.13/0.12   -0.03       0.06       -0.54       .589       -0.14/0.08

**Bold** indicates *p* \< .01; *italics* indicates *p* \< .05; AUCiHR = area under the curve with respect to ground, calculated for heart rate; MRHR = maximum heart rate response; AUCiC = area under the curve with respect to increase, calculated for cortisol; MRC = maximum cortisol response; AUCgC = area under the curve with respect to ground, calculated for cortisol; SESem = socioeconomic status, employment component; SESin = socioeconomic status, income component; SESfam = family socioeconomic status.

10.1371/journal.pone.0228659.t003

###### Estimates for structural equation model pathways predicting autonomic nervous system functioning variables.

![](pone.0228659.t003){#pone.0228659.t003g}

                       Heart rate (AUCi)   Heart rate (MR)                                                                             
  -------------------- ------------------- ----------------- ------- ------ ------------ ----------- ---------- ----------- ---------- -------------------
  **Intercept**        -0.75               0.39              -1.94   .052   -1.51/0.01   0.01        0.06       0.12        .907       -0.11/0.12
  **Direct effects**                                                                                                                   
  Urbanicity           -0.09               0.06              -1.58   .113   -0.21/0.02   **-0.16**   **0.06**   **-2.69**   **.007**   **-0.27/-0.04**
  Sex                  0.10                0.11              0.87    .385   -0.12/0.31   \-          \-         \-          \-         \-
  Puberty              0.14                0.08              1.68    .092   -0.02/0.31   \-          \-         \-          \-         \-
  BMI                  \-                  \-                \-      \-     \-           *-0*.*12*   *0*.*06*   *-2*.*12*   .*034*     *-0*.*23/-0*.*01*

**Bold** indicates *p* \< .01; *italics* indicates *p* \< .05; AUCi = area under the curve with respect to increase; MR = maximum response; Puberty = pubertal stage; BMI = body mass index; urbanicity was measured at the neighborhood level. Estimates are as reported in the model predicting behavioral problems.

10.1371/journal.pone.0228659.t004

###### Estimates for structural equation model pathways predicting HPA axis functioning variables.

![](pone.0228659.t004){#pone.0228659.t004g}

                       Cortisol (AUCi)   Cortisol (MR)   Cortisol (AUCg)                                                                                                                                                
  -------------------- ----------------- --------------- ----------------- ---------- ------------------- ----------- ---------- ----------- -------- ------------------- ----------- ---------- ----------- ---------- -----------------
  **Intercept**        **0.79**          **0.22**        **3.60**          **.000**   **0.36/1.23**       *0*.*38*    *0*.*17*   *2*.*20*    .*028*   *0*.*04/0*.*71*     **-0.70**   **0.19**   **-3.70**   **.000**   **-1.07/-0.33**
  **Direct effects**                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  Urbanicity           -0.01             0.06            -0.25             .805       -0.12/0.10          *-0*.*14*   *0*.*06*   *-2*.*44*   .*015*   *-0*.*26/-0*.*03*   -0.02       0.06       -0.37       .710       -0.14/0.09
  Age                  0.03              0.05            0.60              .551       -0.07/0.13          -0.09       0.06       -1.40       .162     -0.21/0.03          \-          \-         \-          \-         \-
  Sex                  *-0*.*23*         *0*.*10*        *-2*.*30*         .*022*     *-0*.*42/-0*.*03*   \-          \-         \-          \-       \-                  **0.46**    **0.12**   **3.91**    **.000**   **0.23/0.70**
  TD exercise          **-0.38**         **0.13**        **-3.00**         **.003**   **-0.63/-0.13**     \-          \-         \-          \-       \-                  \-          \-         \-          \-         \-
  Season               \-                \-              \-                \-         \-                  *-0*.*25*   *0*.*11*   *-2*.*25*   .*024*   *-0*.*46/-0*.*03*   \-          \-         \-          \-         \-

**Bold** indicates *p* \< .01; *italics* indicates *p* \< .05; AUCi = area under the curve with respect to increase; MR = maximum response; AUCg = area under the curve with respect to ground; TD exercise = test day exercise; urbanicity was measured at the neighborhood level. Estimates are as reported in the model predicting behavioral problems.

Model 2: Emotional problems {#sec022}
---------------------------

In the second model, we estimated the associations between urbanicity and self- and mother-reported emotional problems, directly and indirectly via biological stress system functioning. The model had good fit (CFI = 0.95. SRMR = 0.04. RMSEA = 0.03). Urbanicity was not associated with emotional problems, neither directly (arrow C, [Fig 1](#pone.0228659.g001){ref-type="fig"}) nor indirectly via biological stress system functioning ([Table 5](#pone.0228659.t005){ref-type="table"}). Most of the stress indices were not associated with emotional problems, except overall HPA axis functioning. This association was such that adolescents whose mothers reported that they exhibited more emotional problems showed weaker overall HPA axis reactivity (arrow B, [Fig 1](#pone.0228659.g001){ref-type="fig"}). In a supplementary analysis in which we did not control for neighborhood and family socioeconomic status, the results were largely the same (see [S8 Table](#pone.0228659.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0228659.t005

###### Unstandardized estimates for structural equation models predicting emotional problems.

![](pone.0228659.t005){#pone.0228659.t005g}

                         Self-report   Mother-report                                                                                          
  ---------------------- ------------- --------------- ----------- ---------- ----------------- ----------- ---------- ----------- ---------- -------------------
  **Intercept**          **-1.31**     **0.25**        **-5.16**   **.000**   **-1.81/-0.81**   **-0.89**   **0.25**   **-3.53**   **.000**   **-1.38/-0.40**
  **Indirect effects**                                                                                                                        
  AUCiHR                 -0.00         0.01            -0.51       .609       -0.02/0.01        -0.00       0.01       -0.28       .779       -0.02/0.01
  MRHR                   0.00          0.01            0.02        .987       -0.02/0.02        0.02        0.01       1.44        .151       -0.01/0.04
  AUCiC                  0.00          0.01            0.30        .766       -0.01/0.01        0.00        0.01       0.30        .763       -0.02/0.02
  MRC                    -0.01         0.01            -0.80       .427       -0.03/0.01        -0.01       0.01       -0.97       .332       -0.03/0.01
  AUCg                   -0.00         0.00            -0.20       .845       -0.00/0.00        -0.00       0.00       -0.36       .717       -0.01/0.01
  **Direct effects**                                                                                                                          
  Urbanicity             -0.07         0.07            -1.07       .286       -0.20/0.06        -0.09       0.07       -1.30       .195       -0.21/0.04
  AUCiHR                 0.04          0.07            0.54        .589       -0.10/0.17        0.02        0.07       0.29        .775       -0.12/0.16
  MRHR                   -0.00         0.07            -0.02       .987       -0.13/0.13        -0.11       0.07       -1.70       .089       -0.24/0.02
  AUCiC                  -0.10         0.07            -1.46       .146       -0.24/0.04        *-0*.*15*   *0*.*07*   *-2*.*23*   .*026*     *-0*.*29/-0*.*02*
  MRC                    0.05          0.06            0.84        .401       -0.07/0.18        0.07        0.06       1.06        .291       -0.06/0.19
  AUCg                   0.01          0.06            0.22        .826       -0.11/0.14        0.07        0.07       1.09        .275       -0.06/0.20
  SESem                  -0.07         0.07            -1.02       .307       -0.21/0.07        **-0.19**   **0.07**   **-2.75**   **.006**   **-0.32/-0.05**
  SESin                  -0.08         0.06            -1.36       .173       -0.18/0.03        0.03        0.06       0.55        .583       -0.08/0.14
  SESfam                 0.16          0.12            1.36        .175       -0.07/0.39        0.15        0.12       1.27        .204       -0.08/0.38
  Sex                    **0.69**      **0.12**        **6.02**    **.000**   **0.47/0.92**     **0.45**    **0.12**   **3.94**    **.000**   **0.23/0.68**
  Age                    0.08          0.06            1.36        .173       -0.04/0.20        0.09        0.06       1.52        .127       -0.02/0.19

**Bold** indicates *p* \< .01; *italics* indicates *p* \< .05; AUCiHR = area under the curve with respect to ground. calculated for heart rate; MRHR = maximum heart rate response; AUCiC = area under the curve with respect to increase. calculated for cortisol; MRC = maximum cortisol response; AUCgC = area under the curve with respect to ground. calculated for cortisol; SESem = socioeconomic status. employment component; SESin = socioeconomic status. income component; SESfam = family socioeconomic status.

Discussion {#sec023}
==========

In the current study, we examined whether urbanicity was associated with mental health problems directly and indirectly via biological stress system functioning in a sample of adolescents from the Dutch general population. We did not observe a direct association between urbanicity and mental health problems. There was some evidence for an indirect effect of urbanicity on mother-reported behavioral problems via acute ANS reactivity (i.e. maximum heart rate response). The indirect effects via all other tested indices of biological stress system functioning were not statistically significant.

Recently, we examined the same research question as in the current study in a sample of children. In that study, we found no evidence for the hypothesized associations between current urbanicity and urban/rural upbringing. HPA axis functioning and mental health problems in two independent samples of children aged six to 12 years \[[@pone.0228659.ref060]\]. We then hypothesized that these associations may be particularly relevant during adolescence given the developmental changes that take place during this period. Specifically, adolescents may be more susceptible to influence from the broader social environment \[[@pone.0228659.ref008]\], the biological stress systems undergo maturational changes during adolescence \[[@pone.0228659.ref051]\], and increased neurophysiological plasticity contributes to a heightened vulnerability to mental health problems in adolescents \[[@pone.0228659.ref006]\]. In the current study, we did observe some evidence for associations between urbanicity, biological stress system functioning and behavioral problems, although the specific associations were not consistent across stress systems or indices of stress system functioning. Our findings thus provide some support for the idea that associations between urbanicity, stress system functioning and behavioral problems may be more salient during adolescence than in childhood.

Previous research in adults \[[@pone.0228659.ref011]\], children \[[@pone.0228659.ref025]\] and adolescents \[[@pone.0228659.ref028], [@pone.0228659.ref029]\] signaled a potential association between urbanicity and mental health. In the current study, we did not replicate this finding in adolescents. This is in line with a few other studies among adolescents \[[@pone.0228659.ref031], [@pone.0228659.ref032]\]. Furthermore, we did not observe this association in the children of the JOiN sample \[[@pone.0228659.ref060]\]. One reason for the lack of association in our study may be due to our use of a general population sample, in which we examined symptoms of mental health problems and not mental disorders. Most of the previously reported associations between urbanicity and mental health examined diagnoses of mental disorders as the outcome measure \[[@pone.0228659.ref011], [@pone.0228659.ref027], [@pone.0228659.ref030]\]. In our study, we were specifically interested in sub-clinical levels of mental health problems as less is known about this in relation to urbanicity. Our findings suggest that urbanicity is not related to these sub-clinical mental health problems in adolescents.

It is possible that the lack of association between urbanicity and mental health problems in adolescents also has to do with the majority of the adolescents in our sample coming from families with relatively high socioeconomic status. Only 11% of the adolescents were from low socioeconomic status families, as indicated by parent education levels. Higher family socioeconomic status may act as a protective factor for mental health problems through, for example, higher quality housing (with e.g. less crowding inside the house, better insolation against noise) \[[@pone.0228659.ref089], [@pone.0228659.ref090]\], residency in neighborhoods with more green areas \[[@pone.0228659.ref091]\], or parenting. There is a robust association between parental education and parenting, such that parents with higher educational levels tend to exhibit higher quality caregiving \[[@pone.0228659.ref092]--[@pone.0228659.ref094]\]. Thus, the majority of adolescents in our sample may have been buffered by advantages at several levels that come with having a higher socioeconomic status background.

In our study, we examined five indices of biological stress system functioning in order to examine different aspects of the stress system in adolescents in relation to urbanicity and mental health. Perhaps not surprising given the wealth of mixed findings in the biological stress literature, the associations tested in our study were not consistent across the different indices of stress system functioning. Basal HPA-axis functioning is an index of how well the HPA axis functions on a daily basis, which is important for physical and mental health \[[@pone.0228659.ref095]\]. In our study, basal HPA axis functioning was not associated with urbanicity or mental health. Our measures of biological stress reactivity, on the other hand, were somewhat associated with both urbanicity and mental health.

Measures of biological stress reactivity indicate how well the stress systems respond to challenge \[[@pone.0228659.ref096]\] and can be calculated in a number of ways. Of these, acute (i.e. maximum stress response) and overall (i.e. AUCi calculation) stress reactivity are widely used. Acute stress reactivity is an indication of the strength of the biological stress response. The recommendation from recent work on the HPA axis response is to use this maximum stress response as an index of stress reactivity \[[@pone.0228659.ref043]\]. In our study, urbanicity was directly associated with acute ANS and HPA-axis reactivity, but not overall reactivity. Similarly, acute ANS reactivity was strongly associated with mother-reported behavioral problems. In terms of both ANS and HPA axis reactivity, acute reactivity (maximum stress response) seems to reflect the biological stress response most accurately \[[@pone.0228659.ref043], [@pone.0228659.ref078]\]. For example, acute HPA axis reactivity seems to be less influenced by HPA axis secretory activity that is not related to stress, compared to measures of overall HPA axis reactivity \[[@pone.0228659.ref043]\]. Therefore, our study seems to provide some evidence for associations between urbanicity and biological stress system functioning on the one hand, and between biological stress system functioning and behavioral problems on the other hand.

AUCi calculations are another index of reactivity to stress, yet are distinct from maximum stress response indicators as they provide a measure of the overall pattern of responsivity during stress. We found that HPA-axis reactivity was associated with mother-reported emotional problems, however, this association was weak. Overall stress reactivity was not associated with urbanicity in our study. That different indices of biological stress reactivity are distinct constructs is furthermore reflected, in our study, in the bivariate correlations between the biological stress reactivity indices, which were not particularly high (*r* between .18 and .36). Thus, our findings highlight the relevance of including multiple indices of stress reactivity in order to work toward a comprehensive understanding of biological stress system functioning in relation to mental health and the broader social environment.

Related to our observation that urbanicity was differentially related to particular indices of biological stress system functioning, the two previous studies in adults that examined associations between urbanicity and biological stress system (re)activity also found different effects for different indices of biological stress. Armstead and colleagues \[[@pone.0228659.ref058]\] found that urban residents showed greater heart rate reactivity (using change scores between baseline and stressful tasks) compared to rural residents, whereas we found that urban adolescents showed blunted heart rate reactivity compared to rural adolescents ([Table 3](#pone.0228659.t003){ref-type="table"} and \[[@pone.0228659.ref059]\]). Steinheuser and colleagues \[[@pone.0228659.ref057]\] reported that urban upbringing compared to rural upbringing was associated with greater HPA axis reactivity to stress but a blunted cortisol awakening response. Thus, in the few studies that have examined associations between urbanicity and biological stress system functioning, the direction of effects within and across stress systems has not been consistent. This could be partly due to some studies assessing current urbanicity and others assessing urban upbringing. The inconsistency is also similar to findings from the literature on the association between socioeconomic status and different measures of biological stress system functioning \[[@pone.0228659.ref097]--[@pone.0228659.ref099]\]. Possibly, measures of long-term biological stress system functioning (e.g. hair cortisol concentrations) are more relevant in the investigation of the effects of broader, long-term environmental factors such as urbanicity and socioeconomic status. Indeed, associations between socioeconomic status and long-term HPA axis functioning have been increasingly reported in the literature \[[@pone.0228659.ref100]--[@pone.0228659.ref102]\]. Thus, such measures of long-term stress system functioning may be more appropriate to the study of long-term environmental stressors.

In our study, most of the indices of biological stress system functioning were not associated with mental health problems in adolescents (arrow B, [Fig 1](#pone.0228659.g001){ref-type="fig"}), with two exceptions. Acute ANS reactivity was associated with mother-reported behavioral problems and overall HPA-axis reactivity was associated with mother-reported emotional problems. Thus, biological stress reactivity was more strongly related to behavioral problems than to emotional problems. This is consistent with previous research: blunted biological stress reactivity has been consistently associated with behavioral problems \[[@pone.0228659.ref061], [@pone.0228659.ref103]\]. Earlier findings pertaining to emotional problems have been more mixed \[[@pone.0228659.ref104]--[@pone.0228659.ref106]\]. The results from our study underline the association between biological stress reactivity, particularly ANS reactivity, and behavioral problems.

One of the critical issues in our study was to disentangle the effects of urbanicity and socioeconomic status by controlling for neighborhood- and family-level socioeconomic status. Urbanicity and socioeconomic status are closely related \[[@pone.0228659.ref107]\], and most previous studies have been unable to systematically examine the separate effects of each. In our study, while urbanicity was not directly associated with mental health, neighborhood socioeconomic status was, such that individuals from lower socioeconomic status neighborhoods exhibited more mother-reported emotional problems. This is consistent with a large body of literature on the effects of neighborhood socioeconomic status on youth \[[@pone.0228659.ref108], [@pone.0228659.ref109]\]. Interestingly, family socioeconomic status was not associated with mental health in youth in our study. The literature regarding family versus neighborhood socioeconomic status effects on youth mental health has been inconsistent, with some reports of neighborhood effects being more salient than family effects \[[@pone.0228659.ref110]\], and other reports of family socioeconomic status accounting for the effects of neighborhood socioeconomic status \[[@pone.0228659.ref111], [@pone.0228659.ref112]\]. Many of the inconsistencies may be attributable to differences in measurement and analyses (e.g. use of single- or multilevel modeling), and further research is needed to examine the associations, and potential interactions, between urbanicity, socioeconomic status and mental health at the individual/family and neighborhood levels. As a supplementary analysis, we ran our main analysis models without controlling for family and neighborhood socioeconomic status, as socioeconomic conditions have been suggested to underlie the association between urbanicity and mental health \[[@pone.0228659.ref014]\]. This supplementary analysis showed that the results remained largely the same as in the models controlling for socioeconomic status, confirming that, in our study, the effects of urbanicity seem to be independent of socioeconomic conditions.

The findings from this study should be taken in light of some important limitations. As mentioned above, the majority of our sample consisted of adolescents from higher socioeconomic status families, and thus the findings may not be generalizable to youth from lower socioeconomic status backgrounds. In addition, the age range was large, which hampered our ability to examine developmental effects. Furthermore, our data was cross-sectional in nature. We included only adolescents who had lived in the same neighborhood for at least the past year (since the T1 measurement), in this way strengthening the robustness of our main predictor, however we were not able to account for longer-term neighborhood effects. Also, we used 'administrative' neighborhoods as defined by Statistics Netherlands in order to obtain objective measures of the neighborhood. Neighborhoods are defined based on areas with a homogenous socioeconomic structure \[[@pone.0228659.ref072]\], but they may differ from 'natural' neighborhoods, or neighborhoods as perceived by the inhabitants, which may be more ecologically valid. Also regarding the neighborhood, our measure of urbanicity was not evenly distributed across the five categories, as most individuals resided in urban or very urban neighborhoods. This uneven distribution may have affected our analyses. In addition, we did not account for the association between behavioral and emotional problems, as we examined these outcomes in separate models. Finally, we would like to emphasize that our study is just one part of a larger picture regarding the associations between the broader social environment, biological stress system functioning and mental health among adolescents. In our analyses, we did not include many complex associations and interactions that unequivocally affect these and related factors.

Conclusions {#sec024}
===========

Mental health problems have been posited to be more prevalent in individuals living in more urban areas. We examined biological stress system functioning as a potential underlying mechanism of this association in adolescents. There was some evidence for an indirect effect of urbanicity on mother-reported behavioral problems via blunted acute ANS reactivity. However, most of the indirect effects tested were not statistically significant. Possibly, the relatively high family socioeconomic status of most adolescents in our sample buffered the effects of urbanicity on biological stress system functioning and mental health. Alternative measures of biological stress such as long-term biological stress levels may be more suited to examining the effects of the broader environment on youth.

Supporting information {#sec025}
======================

###### Flow chart describing the available data. ANS = autonomic nervous system, HPA = hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Percent of participants from each of the five categories of urbanicity as defined by Statistics Netherlands.

The urbanicity score is calculated using the surrounding address density (SAD) and coded as very rural (average SAD \< 500 addresses per km^2^), rural (average SAD between 500 and 1000 addresses per km^2^), town (average SAD between 1000 and 15000 addresses per km^2^), urban (average SAD between 1500 and 2500 addresses per km^2^), and very urban (average SAD ≥ 2500 addresses per km^2^). In the analyses, the urbanicity scale was utilized as a continuous measure.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Perceived stress questionnaire.

Participants were shown a feelings thermometer (available at <https://www.pearsonclinical.nl/adis-c-complete-set>) as they were asked these questions. Translation was for the purpose of providing supplementary information and was not done systematically.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Differences between samples of those included in the final models and those who were not included in the final models.

AUCi = area under the curve with respect to increase; MR = maximum response; AUCg = area under the curve with respect to ground; SES = socioeconomic status; l/a/h = low/average/high. For continuous variables (i.e. behavioral problems, emotional problems, urbanicity, all biological stress variables, neighborhood SES variables and age) *t* and *d* statistics are reported, for categorical variables (i.e. family SES and sex) χ^2^ and *φ* statistics are reported.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Intraclass correlations (1 and 2) for all outcome and intermediary variables.

Intraclass correlations (ICC) were calculated using empty models. The ICC1 indicates the percentage of variance in behavioral and emotional problems that can be explained by group (i.e. neighborhood) membership. The ICC2 is an indication of reliability and should be \> .70 \[[@pone.0228659.ref113]\]. AUCiHR = area under the curve with respect to ground, calculated for heart rate; MRHR = maximum heart rate response; AUCiC = area under the curve with respect to increase, calculated for cortisol; MRC = maximum cortisol response; AUCgC = area under the curve with respect to ground, calculated for cortisol.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Manipulation check statistics from repeated measures analyses of variance testing whether the psychosocial stress procedure induced perceived and biological stress.

All statistics are Greenhouse-Geisser corrected. Main effects of time: perceived stress model *df* = 3.08, cortisol model *df* = 2.43, heart rate model *df* = 2.98. For all contrasts: *df* = 1. Pre-task cortisol value pertains to the lower value of RC1 and RC2. MAT = mental arithmetic task; PST = public speaking task; prep = preparation; CT = computer task.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Zero-order correlations between all variables used in the main analyses.

**Bold** = p \< .01; italics = p \< .05. BP = behavioral problems; EP = emotional problems; self and mother indicate the informant; AUCiHR = area under the curve with respect to ground, calculated for heart rate; MRHR = maximum heart rate response; AUCiC = area under the curve with respect to increase, calculated for cortisol; MRC = maximum cortisol response; AUCgC = area under the curve with respect to ground, calculated for cortisol; SESem = socioeconomic status, employment component; SESin = socioeconomic status, income component; SESfam = family socioeconomic status; Puberty = pubertal stage; BMI = body mass index; TDexercise = test day exercise; urbanicity, SES employment and SES income were measured at the neighborhood level.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Unstandardized estimates for structural equation models predicting behavioral problems, not controlling for socioeconomic status.

**Bold** indicates *p* \< .01; *italics* indicates *p* \< .05; AUCiHR = area under the curve with respect to ground, calculated for heart rate; MRHR = maximum heart rate response; AUCiC = area under the curve with respect to increase, calculated for cortisol; MRC = maximum cortisol response; AUCgC = area under the curve with respect to ground, calculated for cortisol. Model fit indices were: CFI = .98, RMSEA = .03, SRMR = .04.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Estimates for structural equation model pathways predicting autonomic nervous system functioning variables, not controlling for socioeconomic status.

**Bold** indicates *p* \< .01; *italics* indicates *p* \< .05; AUCi = area under the curve with respect to increase; MR = maximum response; Puberty = pubertal stage; BMI = body mass index; urbanicity was measured at the neighborhood level. Estimates are as reported in the model predicting behavioral problems, not controlling for socioeconomic status.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Estimates for structural equation model pathways predicting HPA axis functioning variables, not controlling for socioeconomic status.

**Bold** indicates *p* \< .01; *italics* indicates *p* \< .05; AUCi = area under the curve with respect to increase; MR = maximum response; AUCg = area under the curve with respect to ground; TD exercise = test day exercise; urbanicity was measured at the neighborhood level. Estimates are as reported in the model predicting behavioral problems, not controlling for socioeconomic status.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Unstandardized estimates for structural equation models predicting emotional problems, not controlling for socioeconomic status.

**Bold** indicates *p* \< .01; *italics* indicates *p* \< .05; AUCiHR = area under the curve with respect to ground, calculated for heart rate; MRHR = maximum heart rate response; AUCiC = area under the curve with respect to increase, calculated for cortisol; MRC = maximum cortisol response; AUCgC = area under the curve with respect to ground, calculated for cortisol. Model fit indices were: CFI = .97, RMSEA = .03, SRMR = .04.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

Data used in this study are from a large-scale longitudinal study (the JOiN study). conducted by the Erasmus University Medical Center. Data from the study have been used in research that has been published elswhere. We would like to thank all participants of the JOiN study and their parents. The JOiN study was conducted by the Department of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry/Psychology of the Erasmus University Medical Center.
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Urbanicity, biological stress system functioning and mental health in adolescents

PLOS ONE

Dear Dr. Evans,

Thank you for submitting your manuscript to PLOS ONE. After careful consideration, we feel that it has merit but does not fully meet PLOS ONE's publication criteria as it currently stands. Therefore, we invite you to submit a revised version of the manuscript that addresses the points raised during the review process.

We would appreciate receiving your revised manuscript by Nov 01 2019 11:59PM. When you are ready to submit your revision, log on to <https://www.editorialmanager.com/pone/> and select the \'Submissions Needing Revision\' folder to locate your manuscript file.

If you would like to make changes to your financial disclosure, please include your updated statement in your cover letter.

To enhance the reproducibility of your results, we recommend that if applicable you deposit your laboratory protocols in protocols.io, where a protocol can be assigned its own identifier (DOI) such that it can be cited independently in the future. For instructions see: <http://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/submission-guidelines#loc-laboratory-protocols>

Please include the following items when submitting your revised manuscript:

A rebuttal letter that responds to each point raised by the academic editor and reviewer(s). This letter should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Response to Reviewers\'.A marked-up copy of your manuscript that highlights changes made to the original version. This file should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Revised Manuscript with Track Changes\'.An unmarked version of your revised paper without tracked changes. This file should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Manuscript\'.

Please note while forming your response, if your article is accepted, you may have the opportunity to make the peer review history publicly available. The record will include editor decision letters (with reviews) and your responses to reviewer comments. If eligible, we will contact you to opt in or out.

We look forward to receiving your revised manuscript.

Kind regards,

Geilson Lima Santana, M.D., Ph.D.

Academic Editor

PLOS ONE

Journal Requirements:

When submitting your revision, we need you to address these additional requirements.

Please ensure that your manuscript meets PLOS ONE\'s style requirements, including those for file naming. The PLOS ONE style templates can be found at

<http://www.journals.plos.org/plosone/s/file?id=wjVg/PLOSOne_formatting_sample_main_body.pdf> and <http://www.journals.plos.org/plosone/s/file?id=ba62/PLOSOne_formatting_sample_title_authors_affiliations.pdf>

1\.

We note that you have indicated that data from this study are available upon request. PLOS only allows data to be available upon request if there are legal or ethical restrictions on sharing data publicly. For more information on unacceptable data access restrictions, please see <http://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/data-availability#loc-unacceptable-data-access-restrictions>.

In your revised cover letter, please address the following prompts:

a\) If there are ethical or legal restrictions on sharing a de-identified data set, please explain them in detail (e.g., data contain potentially sensitive information, data are owned by a third-party organization, etc.) and who has imposed them (e.g., an ethics committee). Please also provide contact information for a data access committee, ethics committee, or other institutional body to which data requests may be sent.

b\) If there are no restrictions, please upload the minimal anonymized data set necessary to replicate your study findings as either Supporting Information files or to a stable, public repository and provide us with the relevant URLs, DOIs, or accession numbers. For a list of acceptable repositories, please see <http://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/data-availability#loc-recommended-repositories>.

We will update your Data Availability statement on your behalf to reflect the information you provide.

\[Note: HTML markup is below. Please do not edit.\]

Reviewers\' comments:

Reviewer\'s Responses to Questions

**Comments to the Author**

1\. Is the manuscript technically sound, and do the data support the conclusions?

The manuscript must describe a technically sound piece of scientific research with data that supports the conclusions. Experiments must have been conducted rigorously, with appropriate controls, replication, and sample sizes. The conclusions must be drawn appropriately based on the data presented.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: Partly

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

2\. Has the statistical analysis been performed appropriately and rigorously?

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: No

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

3\. Have the authors made all data underlying the findings in their manuscript fully available?

The [PLOS Data policy](http://www.plosone.org/static/policies.action#sharing) requires authors to make all data underlying the findings described in their manuscript fully available without restriction, with rare exception (please refer to the Data Availability Statement in the manuscript PDF file). The data should be provided as part of the manuscript or its supporting information, or deposited to a public repository. For example, in addition to summary statistics, the data points behind means, medians and variance measures should be available. If there are restrictions on publicly sharing data---e.g. participant privacy or use of data from a third party---those must be specified.

Reviewer \#1: No

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: No

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

4\. Is the manuscript presented in an intelligible fashion and written in standard English?

PLOS ONE does not copyedit accepted manuscripts, so the language in submitted articles must be clear, correct, and unambiguous. Any typographical or grammatical errors should be corrected at revision, so please note any specific errors here.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

5\. Review Comments to the Author

Please use the space provided to explain your answers to the questions above. You may also include additional comments for the author, including concerns about dual publication, research ethics, or publication ethics. (Please upload your review as an attachment if it exceeds 20,000 characters)

Reviewer \#1: Summary

In this manuscript the authors investigate the association of urban upbringing and mental health is adolescents. An association previously observed in adults.

They opted for a structural equation modeling examining if urbanicity was associated with mental health problems directly and indirectly via biological stress system functioning (autonomic nervous system and hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis) while controlling for the adequate covariates. The participants were dutch adolescents recruited from the general population.

The authors found urbanicity was not directly associated with mental health problems, but found associations for urbanicity acute autonomic nervous system and hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis reactivity as well as other findings discussed in text.

The piece is technically sound, well written and the topic covered is thoroughly interesting. nevertheless some minor revisions are necessary for compliance with PLOS ONE editorial guidelines.

Major Issues

Page 26 - lines 605 - 607 - Acknowledgements: This session includes funding sources, in discordance with the submission guidelines: "Funding information should only be entered in the financial disclosure section of the submission system1."

Page 32 - lines 759-761 - References: Reference \#56 references unavailable or unpublished work, according to PLOS ONE submission guidelines this data should be included as supplementary material or deposited in a publicly available database1. The guideline includes manuscripts that have been submitted but not yet accepted on this category1.

Page 32 - lines 767-770 - References: References \#59 and \#60 are on the Open Science Framework, but are not readily available (available upon request only).

Page 12 - lines 312-313 - Measures: The content of content of the seven questions and the appearance of the visual thermometer is not revealed, which impairs the reproducibility of the experiment. Authors do inform methodology is pre-registered at the Open Science Framework, but it is not readily available.

Minor Issues

Page 2 - lines 30-31 - Abstract: It is not clear if what will be analyzed is the association in adolescents that grew up in urban areas or adolescents that are growing up in urban areas. It does become clear once we advance on the reading of the piece, but it would be interesting to clarify it from the start.

Page 3 - lines 71-73 - Introduction: The passage makes reference to mental health in general, but the paper referenced (reference \#14) is specifically on schizophrenia. It would be interesting to add some more references for this claim and I am sure the authors have plenty of literature collected on that.

Page 8 - line 216 - Measures: A brief explanation on the importance of cronbach\'s alpha would be advisable as is may deter readers not familiar with this measure. It would be interesting to consider the use of the term tau-equivalent reliability as there is some discussion about the interchangeability of the terms2. Also, it may be interesting to consider a congeneric reliability analysis.

Page 9 - lines 229-231 - Measures: The passage states the categorical coding of surrounding address density (SAD) was chosen to improve generalizability and that this is common practice in literature, but reference a single paper (that is not a review). It would be interesting to add some references to substantiate this claim.

Page 9 - lines 232-234 - Measures: The passage introduces of biological stress system functioning utilized in the investigation (two indices of ANS reactivity: heart rate AUCi and MR; two indices of HPA axis reactivity: cortisol AUCi and MR; one index of basal HPA axis functioning: AUCgC). An early introduction of what these measures will be would improve the reading experience.

Page 12 - lines 324-325 - Measures: It may be interesting to consider alternatives p-values considering recent discussions on the subject 3,4. It also would be interesting to add some comments about effect size and/or measures of association for the analysis that were statistically significant.

Final comment

I believe the authors will have no problems addressing this minor changes and I make myself available in advance to look at a revised version of the article.

References

1\. PLOS ONE: accelerating the publication of peer-reviewed science, <https://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/submission-guidelines> (accessed 1 August 2019).

2\. Cho E. Making Reliability Reliable: A Systematic Approach to Reliability Coefficients. Organizational Research Methods 2016; 19: 651--682.

3\. Wasserstein RL, Lazar NA. The ASA's Statement on p-Values: Context, Process, and Purpose. Am Stat 2016; 70: 129--133.

4\. Ioannidis JPA. The Proposal to Lower P Value Thresholds to .005. JAMA 2018; 319: 1429--1430.

Reviewer \#2: This is an interesting study on the association between urbanicity and mental health, investigated in a direct way, and via biological stress system function. The association is known in adults, but in adolescents there is not much evidence yet. The authors have included many measures, to come to a more detailed view on this association, in which they succeed.

However, I have some questions and suggestions that need further attention. Especially the rationale for re-using a hypothesis that was rejected in children needs clarification. What is the evidence for this specific hypothesis in adults, that justifies re-using the hypothesis that was rejected in children in an adolescent sample? Furthermore, I am not convinced by the choices made in the methods section, that affect the analyses, with the main issue being the index of urbanicity. This warrants revision.

Introduction:

Line 124: "adolescents seem to show different patterns of biological stress reactivity". Could this be more specific? "different" could be anything. Regarding HR or cortisol levels, I assume there will be concrete evidence in one specific direction.

Lines 130-133: "Results from two neuroimaging studies" is followed by 3 references. This does not match

Lines 143-147: the reference to the lines feels counter-intuitive. I would suggest to call them A, B and C in order, A resulting in the direct association, and B and C as parts of the indirect way.

Lines 149-150: Here the authors state that the hypothesis was rejected in children. However, the motivation and rationale to investigate the same hypothesis in adolescents may be elaborated on. Why would the factors cited, contributing to vulnerability to mental health problems (lines 152-153) make it plausible that this hypothesis might be true for adolescents? Additionally, comparing it more to the adult literature in light of this specific hypothesis would also validate this choice of hypothesis more.

Line 158, Note to figure 1: the factors mental health and biological stress functioning are well described. Pleas add a definition of urbanicity here as well, to complete the information.

Materials and Methods

Lines 197-198: explaining the procedure of saliva collection, a reference to Figure 2 would be helpful.

Urbanicity: Please state here that the measure investigated is current urbanicity. Further in the discussion this is done, but here should be the place.

To my knowledge, all Dutch studies using CBS data on SAD use a 5 scale division of urbanicity (see for example Van Os, 2002, Frissen 2014/2015 and Peeters 2015). This is also the division given on the CBS website. (<https://jeugdmonitor.cbs.nl/begrippen-en-toelichtingen/stedelijkheid-van-een-gebied>): "Hierbij zijn vijf categorieën onderscheiden: - zeer sterk stedelijk: gemiddelde oad van 2500 of meer adressen per km2; - sterk stedelijk: gemiddelde oad van 1500 tot 2500 adressen per km2; - matig stedelijk: gemiddelde oad van 1000 tot 1500 adressen per km2; - weinig stedelijk: gemiddelde oad van 500 tot 1000 adressen per km2; - niet stedelijk: gemiddelde oad van minder dan 500 adressen per km2."

The 5 scale division should be adopted in the manuscript.

Furthermore, in Table 1 urbanicity is given as a mean, but the n per category is much more informative. Were participants equally distributed over the categories, or were they predominantly urban? Since urbanicity is a very important component in this manuscript, it warrants more detailed description and should be comparable to other Dutch sample studies.

And to conclude, in the discussion (lines 533-540) studies of urban upbringing and current city living are compared, as if these measured the same construct. Possibly the different definitions and operationalizations of urbanicity may account for differences in outcome as well.

Lines 267-269: by choosing the extremes of the measurement points (RC1 and 2; RC 3, 4 and 5) it feels like blowing up the differences. I strongly believe that an average would be a more valid value. Please adjust this.

Line 286: T2 n = 1105. But in the participants section, the authors state that T2 data were used (N = 990). And in line 316 509 adolescents participated in the T2 measurement. Somehow these different numbers are confusing and it is not clear on what these differences are based. Please clarify.

Line 324: the participating sample differed from the whole sample in fewer problems, lower neighborhood SES, and older age. The way I read the Table S1 I see MORE self-reported behavioral problems, HIGHER neighborhood SES and older age.

In Lines 297 and further covariates are described. In line 349 it is explained that the analyses are controlled for these variables, but only in the preliminary results it becomes clear which covariate is used in which analysis. Maybe I have missed it, but what is the basis for this decision, and could the specific use be reported earlier?

Discussion:

Lines 477-478: urbanicity is associated with mental health problems in adolescence. I would suggest to be more specific here: only in the behavioral outcome measures such an association was found, and not in the emotional problems. "problems in mental health" therefore seems too strong.

Lines 514-515: urbanicity is associated with acute measures, but not with overall. This is a finding that needs explanation. Is there a specific mechanism that could underlie this relation with acute but not general stress reactivity? I would very much like a bit more discussion than the mere statement about this interesting finding.

Line 584: comorbidity might be too strong a word for a healthy sample with merely subclinical symptoms.

Typo's:

Line 196: Electrocardio-activity (without a space)

Line 364: "Table" should be removed

Reviewer \#3: This interesting ms. asks wehther urbanicity is associated with mental health problems and if this relationship is mediated by biological stress responsivity. The sample consists of 323 adolescents from the Dutch population.

While it is an interesting question to what degree the effects of urbanicity on mental health are mediated by biological stress systems, there are a number of concerns regarding the ms. in its current version, outlined below.

1\. The theoretical part and introdcution summarize findings on stress effects on mental health, effects of urbanicity on mental health, and associations with stress biomarkers. The mediation model tested in this ms., however, seems poorly prepared on a conceptual level - why is it that the authors think urbanicity effects on metal health are mediated by stress biomarkers? Why would stress markers not just be a correlate of urbanicity? This needs to be explicated in more detail.

2\. Please clarify the use of zip codes. How large is the variation of the population size in a neighbourhood (mean 1400) in the Netherlands? How was the 1km radius implemented? By address or by center of zip code?

3\. One theoretical model of urbanicity implies that population density is inversely associated with socioeconomic status. In your mediation analyses, when controlling for SES, the problem arises that you may have controlled for a key mechanism and hence lost the effect of interest. Please also show analyses including SES as a mediator or at least not controlling for SES.

4\. Given the high number of correlations under investigation as well as the preselection of variables based on significant associations, how did you control for multiple testing?

5\. Please demonstrate how your analyses are powered (e.g. post hoc) for the mediation analyses provided here.

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

6\. PLOS authors have the option to publish the peer review history of their article ([what does this mean?](https://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/editorial-and-peer-review-process#loc-peer-review-history)). If published, this will include your full peer review and any attached files.

If you choose "no", your identity will remain anonymous but your review may still be made public.

**Do you want your identity to be public for this peer review?** For information about this choice, including consent withdrawal, please see our [Privacy Policy](https://www.plos.org/privacy-policy).

Reviewer \#1: Yes: Caio Hofmann Francisco Alves

Reviewer \#2: No

Reviewer \#3: No

\[NOTE: If reviewer comments were submitted as an attachment file, they will be attached to this email and accessible via the submission site. Please log into your account, locate the manuscript record, and check for the action link \"View Attachments\". If this link does not appear, there are no attachment files to be viewed.\]

While revising your submission, please upload your figure files to the Preflight Analysis and Conversion Engine (PACE) digital diagnostic tool, <https://pacev2.apexcovantage.com/>. PACE helps ensure that figures meet PLOS requirements. To use PACE, you must first register as a user. Registration is free. Then, login and navigate to the UPLOAD tab, where you will find detailed instructions on how to use the tool. If you encounter any issues or have any questions when using PACE, please email us at <figures@plos.org>. Please note that Supporting Information files do not need this step.
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Urbanicity, biological stress system functioning and mental health in adolescents

PLOS ONE

Dear Dr. Evans,

Thank you for submitting your manuscript to PLOS ONE. After careful consideration, we feel that it has merit but does not fully meet PLOS ONE's publication criteria as it currently stands. Therefore, we invite you to submit a revised version of the manuscript that addresses the points raised during the review process.

We would appreciate receiving your revised manuscript by Feb 24 2020 11:59PM. When you are ready to submit your revision, log on to <https://www.editorialmanager.com/pone/> and select the \'Submissions Needing Revision\' folder to locate your manuscript file.

If you would like to make changes to your financial disclosure, please include your updated statement in your cover letter.

To enhance the reproducibility of your results, we recommend that if applicable you deposit your laboratory protocols in protocols.io, where a protocol can be assigned its own identifier (DOI) such that it can be cited independently in the future. For instructions see: <http://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/submission-guidelines#loc-laboratory-protocols>

Please include the following items when submitting your revised manuscript:

A rebuttal letter that responds to each point raised by the academic editor and reviewer(s). This letter should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Response to Reviewers\'.A marked-up copy of your manuscript that highlights changes made to the original version. This file should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Revised Manuscript with Track Changes\'.An unmarked version of your revised paper without tracked changes. This file should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Manuscript\'.

Please note while forming your response, if your article is accepted, you may have the opportunity to make the peer review history publicly available. The record will include editor decision letters (with reviews) and your responses to reviewer comments. If eligible, we will contact you to opt in or out.

We look forward to receiving your revised manuscript.

Kind regards,

Geilson Lima Santana, M.D., Ph.D.

Academic Editor

PLOS ONE

Additional Editor Comments (if provided):

Thank you for addressing the instructions and questions posed by the reviewers. Some minimal details, as indicated by reviewer number 2, need to be tackled before publication.

Best wishes!

\[Note: HTML markup is below. Please do not edit.\]

Reviewers\' comments:

Reviewer\'s Responses to Questions

**Comments to the Author**

1\. If the authors have adequately addressed your comments raised in a previous round of review and you feel that this manuscript is now acceptable for publication, you may indicate that here to bypass the "Comments to the Author" section, enter your conflict of interest statement in the "Confidential to Editor" section, and submit your \"Accept\" recommendation.

Reviewer \#2: All comments have been addressed

Reviewer \#3: All comments have been addressed

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

2\. Is the manuscript technically sound, and do the data support the conclusions?

The manuscript must describe a technically sound piece of scientific research with data that supports the conclusions. Experiments must have been conducted rigorously, with appropriate controls, replication, and sample sizes. The conclusions must be drawn appropriately based on the data presented.

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

3\. Has the statistical analysis been performed appropriately and rigorously?

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

4\. Have the authors made all data underlying the findings in their manuscript fully available?

The [PLOS Data policy](http://www.plosone.org/static/policies.action#sharing) requires authors to make all data underlying the findings described in their manuscript fully available without restriction, with rare exception (please refer to the Data Availability Statement in the manuscript PDF file). The data should be provided as part of the manuscript or its supporting information, or deposited to a public repository. For example, in addition to summary statistics, the data points behind means, medians and variance measures should be available. If there are restrictions on publicly sharing data---e.g. participant privacy or use of data from a third party---those must be specified.

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

5\. Is the manuscript presented in an intelligible fashion and written in standard English?

PLOS ONE does not copyedit accepted manuscripts, so the language in submitted articles must be clear, correct, and unambiguous. Any typographical or grammatical errors should be corrected at revision, so please note any specific errors here.

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

6\. Review Comments to the Author

Please use the space provided to explain your answers to the questions above. You may also include additional comments for the author, including concerns about dual publication, research ethics, or publication ethics. (Please upload your review as an attachment if it exceeds 20,000 characters)

Reviewer \#2: I thank the authors for addressing my previous comments in a satisfactory way, and apologise for misreading the urbanicity scale 0-4 = 5 categories.

Following up on this scale, I see in the data, the division between the urban categories a problem many researchers encounter: most participants in the higher urban categories. Since categories 1, 2 and 3 together are almost as big as category 4, I strongly advise to mention the problem of the rural-urban distribution in the limitations section, since it might have affected the data analyses.

And one last minor comment: on the thermometer in S3, I believe in the second step there is missing a black box: twice 0 and then a jump to 2, should be 0, 1, 2, I believe.

Reviewer \#3: (No Response)

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

7\. PLOS authors have the option to publish the peer review history of their article ([what does this mean?](https://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/editorial-and-peer-review-process#loc-peer-review-history)). If published, this will include your full peer review and any attached files.

If you choose "no", your identity will remain anonymous but your review may still be made public.

**Do you want your identity to be public for this peer review?** For information about this choice, including consent withdrawal, please see our [Privacy Policy](https://www.plos.org/privacy-policy).

Reviewer \#2: No

Reviewer \#3: No

\[NOTE: If reviewer comments were submitted as an attachment file, they will be attached to this email and accessible via the submission site. Please log into your account, locate the manuscript record, and check for the action link \"View Attachments\". If this link does not appear, there are no attachment files to be viewed.\]

While revising your submission, please upload your figure files to the Preflight Analysis and Conversion Engine (PACE) digital diagnostic tool, <https://pacev2.apexcovantage.com/>. PACE helps ensure that figures meet PLOS requirements. To use PACE, you must first register as a user. Registration is free. Then, login and navigate to the UPLOAD tab, where you will find detailed instructions on how to use the tool. If you encounter any issues or have any questions when using PACE, please email us at <figures@plos.org>. Please note that Supporting Information files do not need this step.

10.1371/journal.pone.0228659.r004

Author response to Decision Letter 1

13 Jan 2020

Reviewer \#2

1\. I thank the authors for addressing my previous comments in a satisfactory way, and apologise for misreading the urbanicity scale 0-4 = 5 categories.

Following up on this scale, I see in the data, the division between the urban categories a problem many researchers encounter: most participants in the higher urban categories. Since categories 1, 2 and 3 together are almost as big as category 4, I strongly advise to mention the problem of the rural-urban distribution in the limitations section, since it might have affected the data analyses.

Response: Thank you for reviewing our revised manuscript. We mention the limitation of uneven distribution of the urbanicity categories in our revision (lines 598-600). The sentence reads:

Also regarding the neighborhood, our measure of urbanicity was not evenly distributed across the five categories, as most individuals resided in urban or very urban neighborhoods. This uneven distribution may have affected our analyses.

2\. And one last minor comment: on the thermometer in S3, I believe in the second step there is missing a black box: twice 0 and then a jump to 2, should be 0, 1, 2, I believe.

Response: Thank you for noticing this. The figure has been revised.
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